
Marketing and Social Media Coordinator
Role Description

Role Marketing and Social Media Coordinator

Flexible role, full or part-time negotiable.
Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis until the position is filled.

Location: Cameroon

Reports to: Directly to the Executive Director (ED).

About Beneficial Bio

Beneficial Bio is a network of social enterprises run by biologists. Our goal is to help labs around the world secure

reagents quickly and economically to help achieve our mission of biotechnology and its benefits being accessible to the

many, not the few. We founded our network because as biologists ourselves, we were tired of paying too much for

reagents that took too long to arrive and didn’t serve our needs. We knew this wasn’t just a problem in our own labs, but

also in resource-limited labs around the world. And if we were going to help the world use biotechnology to benefit

society, we needed a better way to procure reagents and keep our projects moving.

By partnering with scientist-owned companies in Africa, Latin America, and elsewhere, we provide researchers with tools

and services quickly, at a fair price, and with the specialised local support they need to do their best science. We use our

network of partners and suppliers to meet this under-served “long tail” of the biotechnology market which demands

expertise in agile, international logistics and business across borders in a highly regulated sector. We also build local

manufacturing capacity to further decrease costs and support skilled scientists to grow the local research and

bio-entrepreneurial ecosystem through internships, training, partnerships and technical support.

Beneficial Bio is joining forces with Our Sci LLC and the Open Instrumentation Alliance (OIA) to cross-market open source

scientific hardware from a number of small companies across different disciplines and regions. Our goal is to support the

transition of Open Science Hardware (OScH) to the mass market and help open hardware developers and manufacturers

thrive. This role would support the marketing needs of this join initiative

We are now recruiting a Marketing and Social Media Coordinator to support the marketing needs of this joint initiative

including media and outreach to promote activities, products and services, to grow our network and support worldwide

expansion.

Who we are looking for

We are looking for a talented Marketing and Social Media Coordinator to create and maintain a strong online presence

for the OIA alliance and member organisations. Your role is to develop strategic marketing initiatives and activities,  and

to implement online marketing strategies through social media accounts.



If you are a tech-savvy professional with an interest in communicating and interacting with clients through online

channels, we would like to meet you. Proficiency in electronic marketing automation software such as HubSpot

Marketing and Bitrix24 would be a plus.

Core Responsibilities and Duties

1. Conduct market research to identify marketing opportunities.

2. Set up and implement marketing strategies and workflows that include print, broadcast and online content to

increase brand awareness and market share.

3. Setup tracking and analytics systems for marketing campaigns and online activities, including search engine

optimisation activities.

4. Develop and manage all internal communication systems for marketing team, liaising with sales.

5. Create, maintain and strengthen the organization’s overall brand through all media avenues including press.

6. Simplify complex data into user-friendly formats such as graphs, charts and other visual aids for clients and

management.

7. Overseeing branding, advertising, and promotional campaigns. This may involve direct content creation or

coordinating other content creators. We are particularly interested in video production and editing skills.

8. Preparing and presenting quarterly and annual reports to senior management.

9. Promoting brand at trade shows and events.

10. Keeping informed and updated on latest marketing strategies and trends.

Qualifications

● Education level: undergraduate degree in marketing, mass communication or a related field essential, Masters

level qualification desirable.

● Experience: +2 years as Marketing manager, Social Media Coordinator or in a similar position

● Specific skills: Sales & marketing, Communication, IT/computing, Strategic growth,

● Personal characteristics: Leader, teamwork, strategist, constant upgrading

● Certifications: Marketing, Project management

Additional requirement:

- Strong time management and organizational abilities.
- Superb leadership, communication, and collaboration abilities.
- Critical thinker with strong problem-solving and research proficiencies.

- Ability to work under pressure and meet strict deadlines.

Application Information

Applications are now open.Send your detailed resume, motivation letter and any other supporting documents to

jobs@beneficial.bio

Your resume/motivation letter should be entitled as follows: Operation Support Officer_Your Name_Resume/Motivation.
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Deadline: August 27, 2021.

Informal enquiries are welcomed to the hiring team at the same address.

Remuneration: full-time equivalency and contract structure are negotiable with salary range between 350-400 USD.

Beneficial Bio Ltd and MboaLab are committed to a diverse, multicultural work environment. We encourage people with

different ability sets, people of color, and people of diverse sexual orientations, gender expressions, and identities to

apply.
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